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OP-ED: DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY STATEMENT
The faculty of the History Department
wish to express our support of the
students and faculty of Matteo Ricci
College (MRC).
We ask that the Seattle University
community as a whole engage in
difficult dialogues.
The occupation by the MRC Student
Coalition has been highlighting the
urgent need for the entire Seattle
University campus to intensively
engage in difficult dialogues. The
student protest has compelled all
of us in our department to discuss,
debate, and inform ourselves in as
honest and open a manner as we
can, with students in and outside of
class, among faculty and staff in and
outside of our department, and also
with other members of the Seattle
University community at large.
The sit-in has led to the opening
up of valuable opportunities for
everyone in the community to inform
ourselves about diverging views and
perspectives and to dialogue across
them. The MRC Student Coalition has
been practicing community-building
through teach-ins and through urging
their supporters not to expect an
immediate convergence of ideas.
The dialogues we have to engage
in are necessarily difficult due to the
potentially divisive topics at hand.
Further, the new opportunities, born
out of contention, are fragile. We are
concerned that these new channels
of discussion could be shut down or
create intractable divisions across
campus. We are also deeplyconcerned
about the threats, harassment, and
inflammatory language targeted
at the MRC Student Coalition and
their supporters. Students should feel
and know that they have the right
to make themselves heard without
fear or intimidation. We are also
deeply concerned about the threats,
harassment, and inflammatory
language targeted at the MRC faculty,
most of whom are untenured, whose
legitimate workplace grievances have
been ignored.
The protest and responses to it
have highlighted longstanding,
systemic issues of exclusion and
marginalization on SU’s campus. We
understand that the MRC Student
Coalition occupation currently
underway is a part of a rich history of
student activismthat has played avital
role in reconfiguring the academy
and broader American values. And
in this spirit we support the promise
to generate a much-needed dialogue
about diversity and inclusion, power
and responsibility here on our campus.
We have wrestled with these issues
ourselves within the department—-
and some members have recused
themselves from making a public
statement of this nature—without
a loss of collegiality and without
ignoring or impugning those with
whom we might not agree. We believe
that the manner in which these issues
are dealt with is as important as the
content, We strongly urge a respectful
and honest dialogue with one another.
We support the students’ demands
for ' creating a more inclusive
curriculum and intellectual culture
and community.
A more diverse and critical
curriculum is a crucial step in
enabling the creation of a truly
inclusive environment for all. The
concerns voiced by the MRC Student
Coalition very much resonate with
ongoing debates within the History
Department. Courses taught by
history faculty—in the major and
for the core curriculum—emphasize
topics relevant to social justice such
as race, ethnicity, class, gender, and
human rights. We also emphasize
understanding contemporary issues
as rooted in the past. This framework
further emphasizes history as a
dynamic process as we are constantly
re-evaluating and re-analyzing the
voices and worlds that have come
before us. This process is very much
aligned with an increasingly more
globally oriented view of the world
and completely in step with curricular
and pedagogical standards and
practices outlined by professional
organizations such as the American
Historical Association.
We are willing to assist in mediating
among the students, faculty and
administrators, and in creating the
kind of curriculum that the students
and faculty alike can envision in a
shared manner.
Respectfully,
Faculty of the History Department
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WANT TO SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT
THE MRC STUDENT COALITION, OR ANY OTHER
COMPELLING ISSUE IN OUR COMMUNITY?
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CHECK THE ONLINE COLUMN
“HUMANS OF SU” TO FIND OUT!
THE WEEK IN REVIEW
TRUMP EARNS ENOUGH DELEGATES
TO SECURE NOMINATION-Foiiowing
a CNN delegate count on Thursday, May 26,
Donald Trump has now officially reached
the necessary 1,237 delegates to secure the
Republican nomination. Though he is not
the official nominee yet, this landmark in his
campaign throws all concerns out the window
of the convention being contested. Despite
Calif, and N.J. still on the table for delegates,
their representatives at the Republican National
Convention will automatically support as Trump
is the sole candidate on the Republican side. The
news comes alongside the departure of Trumps
top campaign aide Rick Wiley on Wed amidst
campaign tensions and internal strife.
SPORTS AUTHORITY SHUTS DOWN
ALL ITS BRANCHES-on May 28, the
athletic retail store, Sports Authority, announced
it would be shutting down every one of its 463
branches. Along with their announcement, the
chain also declared a massive national sale of
up to 30 percent off of every item. The store had
filed for bankruptcy protection almost three
months ago, but their sales were still dropping
as they were facing stiff competition from online
retailers. Sport Chalet, another sporting-goods
chain, also announced their closer shorty before
Sports Authority. Sports Authority was founded
inLauderdale Lakes, Fla. in 1987.
NEWS
BRYCE DEJEAN-JONES SHOT AND
KILLED“On Saturday, May 28, Bryce Dejean-
Jones of the New Orleans Pelicans was killed
on Saturday, May 28 whereafter a resident
found the basketball player breaking into his
apartment. Early in the morning, around 3:20
a.m., Dejean-Jones had reportedly kicked open
the front door of an apartment he believed to
belong to an “estranged acquaintance.” The
resident is said to have heard Dejean-Jones enter,
prompting him to retrieve a handgun. After
trying to call out to the intruder, the resident
says he was unanswered. Dejean-Jones then
proceeded to open the bedroom door, which
led the resident to shoot him in self-defense.
Dejean-Jones had died from his wounds upon
reaching a local hospital. Dejean-Jones had just
signed a three-year contract with the Pelicans
in February.
GARY JOHNSONWINSLIBERTARIAN
PARTY NOMINATION “On Sunday, May
29, the Libertarian party selected former New
Mexico Gov. Gary Johnson as their presidential
nominee. Earning 49.5 percent ofthe votes in the
first round, he faced Austin Petersen and John
McAfee. After a second round, Johnson earned
55.8 percent and the nomination. After winning
almost one percent in the 2012 election, Johnson
hopes to capitalize on the chaos currently going
on the in democratic and Republican parties.
He stands as the only alternative to Trump and
Clinton.
OBAMA VISITS HIROSHIMA-
President Barack Obama became the first sitting
president to visit the Hiroshima Peace Memorial
on Friday, May27. Along with giving a speech in
which he declared that “Technological progress
without an equivalent progress in human
institutions can doom us,” the President also met
with survivors ofthe bombing in 1945, which left
over 100,000 dead and thousands more injured.
Obamas visit also opened up new discussions
about whether the United States should officially
apologize for the bombings seventy-one years
ago, but he did not issue anypresidential apology
during his visit.
COUNCIL OF ISLAMIC IDEOLOGY
PROPOSES VIOLENT LEGISLATION
—Legislation in Pakistan has been proposed that
would allow husbands to “lightly beat” wiveswho
refuse to have sex or to abide by their husband’s
dress codes. The legislation givesguidelines about
how to issue the beatings, suggesting to “hit her
in areas where skin is not too thick and not too
thin,” and to “not use shoes or a broom on the
head, or hit her on the nose or eyes.” Outrage
immediately followed, and it is suggested that
men should be prosecuted if they do not follow
the legislation ifit is passed.





JESUIT LEAVES RECORDING DEVICE IN MRC OFFICE
This article is an updated version of one
that appeared online on May 28.
Melissa Lin
Editor in Chief
Father John F. Foster, S.J., admitted to
owning a USB recording device found
in the Matteo Ricci College (MRC)
office at Seattle University earlier this
week. President Fr. Stephen Sundborg,
S.J., wrote an email statement to the
Spectator onbehalfofbothhim and Fr.
ThomasLucas, S.J.—who is the rector
of all Jesuits at Seattle U—about the
incident. According to Sundborg, the
incident is now under investigation
as a “personnel matter,” and Lucas
has asked Foster to not involve
himself with “MRC in any way and to
cooperate with the investigation.”
The office has been home to the
MRC Student Coalition, an anti-
racist group demanding a complete
overhaul of the MRC curriculum and
the immediate resignation of Dean
Jodi Kelly, since they began a sit-in
protest on May 11. According to the
MRC page on seattleu.edu, Foster,
now a Jesuit for 57 years, is a co-
founder of the college and the College
Chaplain Assistant to the Dean. He
also founded the original Seatde U
radio, KSUB, in 1994.
According to Washingtons two-
party consent law, it is illegal torecord
a persons conversation that common
sense would dictate as private, without
recorded consent.
MRC Faculty member Audrey
Hudgins found the device on the
evening of Tuesday, May 24 as she
prepared to go home.
“I have a background as an
intelligence officer in the Army so I
understood it to be a listening device,”
she said.
The device was located on the
filing cabinet outside her and Foster’s
shared office, which is on the left side
of the MRC office. The device was
partially tucked under a crevice of a
large printer on top ofthe cabinet, and
the instructions for the device were
wrapped around it and secured with a
rubber band.
When Hudgins removed the rubber
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(Left) Thered circle indicates the crevice in which Fr. Foster's (Right) The recording device.
recording device was wedged.
band and the instructions, she sawthat
the microphones light was blinking,
indicating that the device was, “on and
running,” Hudgins said.
She said that a USB recording
device in general can record long
periods of time and will shut itself off
when it reaches full capacity. Fosters
recording device in particular only
needs to be charged once a month.
After finding the device, Hudgins
picked it up and turned it off before
listening to all the recordings —four in
total. While she almost did not listen
to the recordings because the device’s
time is incorrectlyset in the year 2000,
Hudgins said the first recording very
clearly occurred earlier in the day
and she could easily “determine who
was speaking based on the voice,” she
said. “So then I had to listen to all
the recordings.”
The first recording is part ofa faculty
meeting that Hudgins led around
noon on May 24, which about 10
faculty members attended. The other
three recordings are of the office area
where the MRC Student Coalition
is currently occupying. She said the
recordings were about two hours long
total with the faculty meeting taking
about forty minutes ofthat time. None
ofthe recordings documentedconsent
from any party.
After listening to the recordings,
Hudgins became “increasingly
disturbed by [the device’s] existence,”
and called the Department of Public
Safety (DPS) at Seattle U at about 11
p.m. to alert them ofher finding. The
next morning, she gave the device
to Interim Director of DPS, Craig
Birklid, and filed a report.
The matter has also, “been referred
to the Provost and HR for follow up,”
Birklid said.
Shortly after midnight on
Wednesday, May 25 Hudgins sent an
email to MRC faculty alerting them
of the device. Foster responded to the
email, admitted that it was his and said
he uses it to help him “keep a clearer
memory of events I attend,” he wrote.
“They are formy own use.”
He also added “Whatever is on it is
of our meeting today.”
But Foster’s statement does not
address the three other recordings of
the MRC office.
Hudgins spoke with Foster
on Wednesday expressing her
disappointment about the recordings.
She said that while parts of Foster’s
explanations made sense, they don’t
add up.
“It makes sense what he said
happened...he had it in his hand
and he fumbled with his keys...set
something [down] to be able to open
the door and then he just forgot—-
got distracted and forgot about it,”
she said. “But is still doesn’t explain
why there is three recordings there of
the office.”
She addedthat even one ofthe MRC
office recordings could be explained if
he accidentally turned the device on
and left it there. But that still would
not explain the existence of the other
two recordings.
Foster did not respond to the
Spectator’s request for comment, as,
according to Sundborg, Lucas asked
Foster to not talk to anyone about
JUNE 1, 2016
MRC or the sit-in.
Since the device was discovered,
feelings of distrust and lack of safety
have increased among both students
and faculty. The discovery of the
device is just the latest in a growing
list of events—including hate speech
filled phone calls to the Coalition
and racial slurs yelled outside the
Casey building—that have made the
coalition and others feel that their
safety is compromised.
Hudgins said that the majority of
faculty is offended and uncomfortable
that Foster recorded the faculty
meeting without theirknowledge.
“This is...creating a distrust
and a lack of collegiality and that’s
complicating matters right now, not
helping,” Hudgins said.”Faculty are
feeling pretty unsafe...A level of trust
in collegiality would indicate that
[Foster] would say, ‘hey, I’d like to
record this because I don’t remember
well.’ But that didn’t happen.”
The coalition addressed the
recording in a campus-wide email
on Friday.
“This is a complete violation of
privacy and a serious breach of
security and safety,” the Coalition
wrote. “It is now Friday the 27th and
no public action by the administration
has been taken.”
John Strait, an Academic Assembly
(AcA) member, said that AcA—an
elected body through which faculty
members make decisions—will likely
speak on this matter in the near future.
Melissa may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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PASSING THE PEN TO A NEW EDITOR IN CHIEF
Callie Craighead
Staff Writer
A strong writer, editor and lover of
concerts, sophomore English major
Jenna Ramsey will be the 2016-2017
Editor in Chief of the Spectator.
Excited to jump into her new role,
Ramsey expressed the nervousness
that comes along with this new
leadership position.
“I’m nervous about being in the
biggest leadership position,” Ramsey
said. “There are always going to be
things that I don’t know about the job
that will pop up.”
Coming to Seattle University from
Austin, Texas, Ramsey worked as a
volunteer writer the fall quarter of her
freshman year before being hired as a
staffwriter.
“I had written for the newspaper
in high school and was interested in
continuing with it,” Ramsey said. “I
really enjoyed it and liked the team.”
This year she worked as one of
the news editors, working on local,
national, and international issues.
Ramsey expressed her satisfaction
with the content of the news section
this year.
“I am really proud of our coverage
this year,” Ramsey said. “I think we
have done a better job this year of
including stories not just about the
school, but about things happening
outside the SU community that still
impact students.”
Melissa Lin, senior journalism
major and the outgoing Editor in
Chief, praised Ramseys hard working
ethic and quality writing.
“She has a clear vision for the
paper,” Lin said. “Her work on the
Spectator has alwaysbeen high quality
journalism. She rarely needs guidance.
She can back up her decisions and is
confident about them.”
During Lin’s time as Editor in
Chief of the Spectator, she has aimed
to increase the representation of
communities that traditionally go
unheard.
“My biggest goal was to lift up the
voices of those marginalized in our
community,” Lin said.
After finishing several more credits,
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Lin will be graduating and plans to
stay in Seattle. After a year of being
Editor in Chief, she is ready to give the
helm of the Spectator to Ramsey.
“She has done so well managing
the news section this year with other
editors, and also with helping writers
grow,” Lin said.
Next year Ramsey plans to continue
to develop the in-depth coverage of
campus related events and issues, but
also wants to focus on political issues
and how those will impact Seattle U.
“I want to see how the presidential
election will affect the campus,”
Ramsey said. “Since it only happens
every four years it is definitely
something I want [the Spectator] to
cover. I am also interested to see how
things we have covered this year will
continue to play out next year.”
Lin spoke not only of Ramsey’s
strong writing, but also about her
ability to multi-task and to handle
difficult topics.
“Knowing where I was during that
time, preparing to be Editor in Chief
and having to do all that hiring and
thinking about what I wanted the
next year to looklike, she...already has
that on her plate,” Lin said. “And then
she is doing comprehensive coverage
[of the MRC Student Coalition] —it’s
extremely impressive.”
Outside of all of her hard work at
the Spectator, Ramsey is like any other
college student. She likes to watch
Breaking Bad and loves the band
Radiohead. She has also crowd surfed
at a Red Hot Chili Peppers concert.
“I generally love going to concerts,
it’s probably my favorite thing to do,”
Ramsey said.
If she could see any artist live
in concert she would want to see
Bruce Springsteen.
Preparing to step down as Editor
in Chief, Lin is confident in Ramsey’s
vision for the Spectator next year.
“I am so excited to see where the
paper is going to go,” Lin said.
As all but two members of the
editorial board will be leaving the
Spectator this spring quarter, Ramsey
is excited to see what ideas new editors
and writers will bring to the paper
next year.
“With new writers coming in
there is always room for growth,”
Ramsey said. “Different people bring
different strengths.”
A new quarter brings a new Editor in
Chiefto the Spectator. Building on the
drive of those who came before, and
bringing her own passion, Ramsey is
committed to covering the stories
and people of our evolving campus
in order to lift up the voices of its
various communities.
Callie may be reached at
ccraighead@su-spectator.com
NEW DIRECTOR TO JOIN DISABILITIES SERVICES
Madeline Mesa
Volunteer Writer
To help meet the growing demands
of Seattle University’s Disabilities
Services, Provost Isiaah Crawford and
the University Cabinet have approved
the expansion of Disabilities Services
staffby hiringa new assistant director.
The new position is expected to be
filled some time between next quarter
and next year,andwill help support the
growing student population as well as
offer more comprehensive services for
staff and faculty. As student advocacy
and support has grown, so has the
program. What once provided services
for 250 studentshas expanded to more
than 779 in just four years. A national
search party will be convened for the
position, and other full-timeand part-
time positions within the program
will be re-evaluated to ensure that the
program operates at full capacity.
This change has been a long
time coming, according to Braden
Wild, Student Government
of Seattle University’s (SGSU)
Disabilities Representative.
“There has been a 200 percent
increase without corresponding
staff,” Wild said. “It’s been a long
standing need.”
With this new seat filled, Wild
says he hopes to see Disabilities
Services continue to support disabled
students and continue to “bridge
the gap between student needs and
student success.”
The new Assistant Director will
work with current Director of
Disabilities, Richard Okamoto, to help
manage accommodation requests
as well as evaluation interviews.
Wild also mentioned that with these
changes, the program can hopefully
begin offering staff training to help
better support students within
their curriculum.
This staffing addition, as well as a
budget increase for the 2016-2017
school year, is a major step in ensuring
that the program can continue their
support of all disabled students. Built
to accommodate the complex web
of issues that can arise for students
with disabilities, these services work
to ensure the safety and comfort for
students in both the classroom and
at home.
Alternative Media Coordinator
Kiana Parker said that she hopes to
see more time become available for
Okamoto to engage in a campus-
wide discussions about disabilities,
and also begin to work with the
student development division. The
arrival of this new directorial position
will help to better allocate efforts to
improve the service, and according
to Parker, will overall “contribute to
a more positive campus climate and
student development.”
The budget will be has been
reported to be used to pay for paying
full-time and part-time Disabilities
Services employees, as well as fund
the office operations overall. As
for the coming years, students can
anticipate to have their voices be
recognized along with a push for
comprehensive training for teachers,
and more alternative testing spaces for
disabled students.
The importance of providing
support for students with disabilities
has been reinforced over the past few
years with the revival and growth
of Seattle U’s Coalition for Students
with Disabilities.
“We strive to create a unified
community of students with
disabilities and their allies through
different events, bi-weekly meetings
and campaigns, such as the Disabled
and Proud campaign we are currently
working on,” Coalition President
Anna Pickett said.
Pickett also said that she wants to see
the club activelywork with otherclubs
and organizations on and off campus.
With their newest campaign, Disabled
and Proud, the coalition works to
empower all students of disability
as well as highlight and advocate for
ally support.
“Like any marginalized identity
group, we need to have a space to
talk about our experiences and come
together,” Pickett said. “The body I
have works perfectly for me. I lovemy
disabled body and in my time at SU,
I have grown into somebody who can
say that with pride.”
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Top Photo: The Disabilities Services office is located in Loyola Hall, on the upper
mall near the quad. Bottom Photo: Kiana Parker, the alternative media coordina-
tor at Disabilities Services.
These budgetary changes will
allow the community and network
of disabled students, allies, and their
faculty to grow into a more seamless
and efficient program.
“[The changes are ]a collaborative
process,” Wild said, in which, “the
June 1, 2016
community was able to come together
in such apractical and noticeable way.”
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT, BUT WHAT ARE YOU EATING?
Tess Riski
Staff Writer
As students scamperfrom class to class
and slip into the lines of the nearest
campus eatery, they often choose
a quick bite from the array of tasty
to-go options ranging from protein
boxes to shake salads. However, some
may have noticed an elementmissing
from the packaging of their food: a
nutrition label.
But next fall, because of a new FDA
requirement to implement clearer,
easier to read nutrition labels, Bon
Appetit will provide Seattle University
students with more nutritional
information including nutrition
labels on to-go items, a development
of standardized recipes and caloric
information displayed on some of
the menus.
As for why the company is just
now opting to implement nutrition
labels: “It just hasn’t been required,”
said Jay Payne, General Manager at
Bon Appetit.
“All the static menu items that we
see in the cafes all the time are going
to have menu labeling according to
the new FDA guidelines in the fall,”
Payne said.
By static menu items, Payne means
items that are on the menu for at least
60 days.
Sophia Cooper has been a Bon
Appetit cashier and barista for the
last year and a half. She has worked
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at most Seattle U locations including
Cherry Street Market, the Hawk’s Nest
Bistro, the Sidebar, the Bottom Line
and the Byte.
Cooper said that the lack of
transparency isn’t unique to Bon
Appetit, and that other national
corporations are equally unclear
about nutrition information.
However, Bon Appetit, which has the
monopoly on campus, might have
more of a responsibility to disclose the
information since all underclassmen
are required to purchase meal plans
through the company.
“It’s just kind of how consumerism
works. But I don’t think it’s fair for
college students who are forced to buy
the food to not know,” Cooper said.
“It’s the fact that it’s the day-to-day,
that we have to be eating this food
every day, that kids should know.”
Emily Kolar is a cashier and
barista at the Bistro. She spoke of
a time when she tried to be vegan
last year, but struggled to find
nutritional information.
“I couldn’t find any kind of
information.I could kind of find some
online, but definitely not as much as I
wanted,” Kolar said.
Currently, nutritional information
is sparse. Pamphlets are displayed at
various Seattle U eateries that read,
‘Know What You’re Eating.’ However,
a significant amount of information
is omitted, including that for popular
food options like sushi, Fire Wok,
the pasta station, burritos and
burritobowls.
But according to Payne, next fall
students can expect to find caloric
information of static menu items
displayed at many of those stations.
Kolar said that this information is
necessary, because the food served at
the Bistro isn’t particularly healthy.
“I mean, they call it the cheese-stro.
It’s all cheesy and fatty and I don’t
think anybody has any idea what’s in
their food,” Kolar said.
Kolar said that the students she sells
food to don’t seem concerned about
the nutritional value.
“People never askabout ingredients,”
Kolar said. “So I thinkpeople definitely
don’t do enough digging on their own,
but Bon App is a little deceptive in
that way.”
Payne described Bon Appetit as a
“chef driven” company, meaning that
they don’t use many standardized
recipes. The chefs, who have a
certain level of autonomy, hand-
make the majority of the food in the
C-Street kitchen.
“Because we’re a chef-driven
company, we don’t have the sort of
standardized, cookie-cutter recipes
that a lot of our competitors in
contract food service have where you
go and get the same salad dressing
at every Sodexo or whatever kind of
place. There’s so much handmade here
that for us, it’s going to be a switch to
some things that have to be switched
over to standardized recipes,”
Payne said.
Cooper said that the Bon Appetit
chefs strive to make delicious food for
the students.
“It [the kitchen] is actually a very
artistic place. The chefs there really
love what they do and they really have
a passion for the food that they’re
making,” Cooper said. “They’re really
trying to create delicious meals to
give to the students. I don’t think
it crosses their minds to give them
healthy things.”
Payne said that because the
food stations are so personalized,
it’s hard to determine specific
nutritional values.
“So many of our stations are all
customized. There could be several
million permutations of how you
could order a hamburger on The
Grill,” Payne said.
Payne said that while Bon Appetit
supports healthy choices, the
company’s job is not to dictate what
students consume.
“We try to emphasize healthy eating,
but there’s a whole lot of people, they
don’t like to be preached at, they don’t
want to hear about it, and they want a
hamburger and French fries and they
don’t want to feel guilty about it. And
that’s totally fine,” Payne said.
Tess may be reached at
triski@su-spectator.com
ILLUSTRATED BY EMMA FRIED
“THIS IS NOT A CONDOM” CAMPAIGN PROMOTES HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
Erika Silva
Volunteer Writer
Quadstock is the event of the year
for many students. Loud music, good
friendsand local foodmake the small-
scale music festival one of the most
successful university-lead events.
Students are used to receiving free
snacks, stickers and water at the event,
but many were surprised to see a small
group-scale organization comprised
of Seattle University nursing students
handing out fake condoms.
These small condom-sized
packages had the words “This is not
a Condom” written over the front
with factual information on details
regarding condom use with, STD
and STI protection on the back. The
not-a-condom intends to create
awareness of the inability of student
bodies to distribute condoms on
Seattle University’s campus. The
Seattle University Nursing Students
for Sexual and Reproductive Health
(NSSRH) is facilitating the awareness
movement and petition, after their
request to give out real condoms was
turned down by the school.
Condom distribution on university
campuses has long history as a topic
of debate. Seattle University is one
of many religiously affiliated schools
that do not provide free or discounted
condoms in their health centers, and
prohibit other forms of distribution.
Jesuit universitiessuch as Georgetown
University and Fordham University
have seen similar protests.
Seattle University does not have an
explicitly written policy on condom
distribution. When the Seattle U
NSSRH requested to distribute
condoms, they were turned down.
“We were directed toward a vague
statement requiring student groups to
abide by Jesuit values,” NSSRH said in
written statement.
NSSRH is a Seattle U organization
created in early 2016, made up of
graduate and undergraduate nursing
students. Their mission is “to engage
Seattle Universitynursing studentsand
support their interests in reproductive
justice and health.” They explained
that there are multiple reasons for
bringing sexual and reproductive
health issues forward.
“The importance of engaging
with this topic as future health care
providers. The reality of human
sexuality exists regardless of academic
settings or religious affiliation. And
third, reproductive healthcare is a
social justice issue,” NSSRH said in
their statement.
Based on a study done by Scott
M. Butler in 2014, nationally, 86.3
percent of all colleges and universities
distribute male, latex condoms to
their students. 52.4 percent of them
offer condoms to students without
charge, 3.7 percent require students to
purchase condoms, and 42.3 percent
offer both.
“Condomdistribution programs are
one form of public health structural
interventions,” Butler said in the study.
Nearly 20 percent of schools also
directed students to outside agencies
such as Planned Parenthood. More
than half (55 percent) refer students
to these organizations and agencies
for condom acquisition and other
condom-related concerns.
The condom is the most common
contraceptive method used at first
intercourse. On average, young people
have sex for the first time at about age
17, and college aged students purchase
a third of the condoms on the market.
Common arguments for these types
of programs are that they create good
habits, erase negative stigma, and
create affordable options for students.
“[Condom programs are]
efficacious in increasing condom use,
increasing condom acquisition or
condom carrying, promoting delayed
sexual initiation or abstinence among
youth, and reducing incident STIs,”
the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention said in on their website.
Yet, whether these programs need
to be a part of a higher learning
institution is what many argue over.
“I am not Catholic myself, so it
wasn’t something I personally agreed
with, but also understood that you
need to play by the rules that are
set forth to accomplish what you
Another nearby business that offers free condoms is “Out ofthe Closet”, a thrift
store run by AIDS Healthcare Foundation.
are trying to do,” said Mark Shaw,
the director of health promotion at
University of Washington. “I think
it is quite understandable at a faith-
based institution of higher learning
that this [policy] would occur.”
Mark Shaw has spent 26 years
working in prevention and wellness;
four ofthose years were spent working
at Seattle U’s Wellness and Health
Promotion Center before taking a
full-time position at the University
of Washington.
The University of Washingtons
Condom Club began in 2002 under
Shaw’s direction after he was shocked
by a survey stating that about 35
percent of UW student reported
not using a condom the last time
they engaged in vaginal sex. He was
concerned about the possible risk of
STDs and HIV that was occurring
within the student population.
Today the club offers 15-20 different
kinds of condoms, and lubricant. The
fee to join the club is $10, and this
qualifies the member to obtain 55
condoms. The prorated cost of five
for $1 makes condoms as cheap at
18 cents each. Since opening the club
has had 1,230 people join. Although
UW offers a very extensive condom




addressing consent with both
partners, and what sex means to both
parties [are other factors]” Shaw said.
“Having worked now for 15.5 years at
UW, I think the Jesuit tradition allows
for a more open discussion with
students about spirituality than you
can do at a public school, since it falls
into the ‘whole person approach.”
Students at Seattle University are
eager to see this issue addressed.
“Programs that broached the
conversation about sex had to
be approved and were carefully
regulated,” said August Hastings, a
former Resident Assistant at Seattle
U. “Personally, I’d love to see student
organizations exploring options of
providing free condoms... Even if
condoms were to be sold, not everyone
who needs them would have them,
it would be cool to have community
resources for contraceptives and
secular sex ed!”
The conversation will continue as
long as groups like NSSRH continue
to bring awareness to the cause.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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JOB HUNTING IS DARN HARD KIDS
(need to find a job for the summer.
Houj hard can that be?
HOROSCOPES
H GEMINI Vh VIRGO JA SAGITTARIUS M PISCES5/22-6/21 IpS 8/23-9/22 11/22-12/21 / V 2/20-3/20
Your life is about to get stranger so Your emotional headache is just a Thrust yourself through these hard The people who care about you
get ready to roll with it. symptom. Try to address the cause. times. You can do it! deserve a little of your attention.
0> CANCER .O. LIBRA ’ho CAPRICORN Y
6/22-7/22 9/23-10/22 12/22-1/20 1 3/21-4/20
If you're feeling guilty, it's for a Don't expect anything from others. Knowing when it's right to let go is
You've got some chronic problems,
reason. It's time to make things right. You'll have to take what you need. about to become paramount.
but Y° u are rising above them.
£) LEO >n SCORPIO AQUARIUS X TAURUS
4? 7/23-8/22 WL 10/23-11/21 1/21-2/19 X*J 4/21-5/21
You're going to step in something Get ready to party. Don't party yet, You're either working too hard, or Be gentle on yourself. You deserve it
icky. Squish. but do make sure you're ready. not hard enough. Find balance. especially this week.
& ETC...
COMIC BY LORNA MACDONNELL
THE 10




o Go to school
o Read the Spectator
©Run into high schoolacquaintances
©Forget that God iswatching
o Wear clothes
Q Cry
O Break your arm and stayin your room
o Forget to visit your mom
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Matteo Ricci College (MRC) Dean
Jodi Kelly gave a statement and
listened to testimonies from faculty
and staffat an emergency Academic
Assembly (AcA) meeting on
Wednesday, May 25. The meeting
aimed to address the “cultural” and
FEATURES
“curricular” concerns members of
the college have raised in recent
weeks since the MRC Student
Coalition began their sit-in at the
Casey Building on May 11.
At the meeting, Kelly agreed that
MRC has room for improvement.
“Given what the coalition has
brought forward, it says were
failing some students,” Kelly said
at AcA. “How are we going to
create an environment that’s more
welcoming for the students?”
Kelly was not present at the AcA
meeting two days prior during
which MRC students and faculty
gave testimonies about their
dissatisfaction and discomfort
within the college. The emergency
meeting on Wednesday gave Kelly
the opportunity to respond to the
allegations in their testimonies.
History professor Michael Ng,
a member of the AcA, expressed
his disappointment with Kellys
remarks, saying she did not seem
to have prepared a clear plan for
moving forward. Ng said Kelly
came across as genuinely curious
when she asked, “Why are we here?”
at the beginning of the meeting,
seeming to him as if she was not
aware of the major conflicts arising
in MRC.
“I am very baffled how the
Dean could come into a meeting
completely and totally unprepared,”
Ng said. “I mean great, you have
emails about how good you are
as a human being, that’s fantastic.
But you’ve had at least two days to
think about what you might say,
and to sort of show up completely
unprepared is still mind-boggling
to me, almost a week later.”
Ng and other faculty members
present on Wednesday noted that
Kelly’s statements signaled that
the college may lack some basic
practices and procedures necessary
to creating a successful curriculum
and climate. While Kelly attributed
the lack of such procedures to
MRC’s “experimental” teaching
methods, Ng, and othersbelieve this
should not excuse disorganization.
“There is a great thing to
experimental nature,” Ng said.
“But you can be experimental and
still have processes and structures.
If you couldn’t do that, then most
scientists on this planet, funny
enough, wouldn’t be able to do
11
their work.”
The MRC Student Coalition
continue to demand theresignation
ofDean Kelly. Some MRC students
who are not part of the coalition
came forward at the AcA meeting
on Wednesday to give statements
about their experiences in
the college.
Senior humanities for leadership
and nursing double major Madeline
Scheer said in a statement at the
meeting that while she agrees that
the college should go through a
curricular change, she does not
support the demand for Kellys
resignation. Scheer expressed in
her statement that seeing MRC
become so divided in recent weeks
has been emotionally difficult
for her.
“I have felt welcomed, accepted,
and appreciated by Dean Kelly and
all the staff and professors of MRC,
and I truly hope a compromise can
be made that benefits every single
person, whether you’re for the
coalition or against,” Scheer said in
her statement.
Sophomore humanities for
leadership major Kelton Murphy
agreed with Scheer thatKelly should
not resign. She said in a statement at
AcA that, in her experience, Dean
Kelly has been a supportive figure
1“ May 24 oc1 I— May 25
On the evening of May 24, MRC faculty member Audrey '
Hudgins found a recording device in the MRC office that Academic Assembly(AcA) held an emergency meeting open to the
was on and running according to Hudgins. Fr. John Fr. public during which Kelly and others testified. AcA members
Foster, S.J. admitted to owning the device on which four questionedKelly about the structure and processes of MRC and how
recordings were found and said the recordings are for his she has responded to concerns or complaints about the college through
"own use." Hudgins gave the device to Public Safety. The the years,
incident is now being investigated as a “personnel matter,”
according to President Sundborg. The Coalition sent out a The Center for Career Services Staff wrote an open letter in support of
campus-wide email about the recording on May 27. the Coalition
KW\W\W\W
The 2015-2016 Ignatian Leader Cohort ofSeattle U wrote
an open letter in support of the MRC Student Coalition.
— May 24
Full timeline with events dating back to 1991 can be found on the Spectator website.
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and central to the college. Murphy
said that, when she first walked
into the Casey Building on May
11, she was disappointed to see
how many members of the sit-in
were not MRC students. Murphy
expressed concern that pushing
too far in changing the college’s
climate would limit the academic
rigor and constant self-critiquing
that characterizes MRC.
“I don’t want to invalidate
anyone’s experiences because I
do know there have been terrible
experiences by students. However,
I am also getting a sense that some
of the students feel that to be
challenged is a bad thing,” Murphy
said in her statement.
When asked by a professor at
the AcA meeting whether the
issues raised by the coalition,
MRC faculty members and others
are all a result of a misperception
or represent a minority opinion,
Kelly responded by reiterating
her stance on the administration’s
response to the demands.
“Are you asking if we’re perfect?
Of course we’re not perfect,” Kelly
said. “With the two initiatives that
we have suggested, I believe that
we will come up with processes
that will be used in the college
until another set of initiatives
comes up.
Kelly presented these two
initiatives in an email to members
ofMRC onMay 12. First, the college
will create a committee comprised
of MRC faculty, students and
alumni to provide a comprehensive
review of current curriculum to
be provided to incoming interim
Provost Robert Dullea by Dec.
2016. Second, the college will hire
an outside consultant to conduct
an assessment of MRC’s climate
inside and outside the classroom.
Dullea explained in an email
statement to the Spectator that it’s
his role to implement these changes
as soon as possible and to help
provide accountability throughout
the process.
Current Provost Isiaah Crawford
responded to the Spectator byemail,
declining to comment as he felt that
Dullea was more appropriate to
speak to, given Crawford’s stepping
down from the position this Friday,
June 3.
Both of these initiatives were
suggested in detail among the
demands in the MRC Student
Coalition’s petition released on
May 11. The coalition holds that
they will not end their sit-in until
their demand forKelly’s resignation
is met.
Ng said he and hisAcA colleagues
are still formulating a response to
the events at Wednesday’s meeting.
They will present their suggestions
to Dullea, who will become interim
Provost on Friday, June 3, when
current Provost Isiaah Crawford
steps down from the position. The
final AcA meeting of the year will
be held on Monday, June 6.
“[Kelly] still deserves the
same sense of due process that
you and I would need to have if
someone accused us of a situation
on campus,” Ng said. “But I can
imagine a lot of students no longer
trusting that process, too. It sounds
like complaints have been made
and concerns voiced, and that
administration seems to have
done nothing.”
In meetings with members
of the MRC Student Coalition,
MRC students not part of the
coalition and Kelly herself,
Dullea stated that he is trying to
develop a better understanding of
recent developments.
“I will determine the appropriate
next steps based upon what I learn
in those meetings,” Dullea said in
his statement.
On Friday, May 27, MRC student
Coalition members met with the
Officeof the Provostto negotiate the
terms of their demands. According
to members of the coalition, the
Administration is unwilling to
remove Kelly from her position as
Dean. The Administration brought
forward a compromise by offering
to create a position of oversight
to hold Kelly accountable for any
future grievances. The coalition did
not accept this compromise.
Overthe past week, several events
have disrupted the protest space,
and have caused the MRC Student
Coalition to question their trust of
the University Administration in
keeping them safe.
The coalition sent an email via
the Multicultural Representative
account to the Seattle U community
on Friday, May 27, reporting that a
recording device was found wedged
under a printer in the MRC office
on Tuesday, May 24. Father John F.
Foster, S.J., admitted to owning the
device, and said in an email to to
faculty member Audrey Hudgins
that the recordings were used
“to keep a clearer memory of the
events I attend.” Hudgins reported
that the device held four separate
instances of recording and was still
running when found.
Further coverage of this can be
found in an article released Friday,
May 27, can be found on page 5
May 27
The Coalition sent out a campus wide email that said they were
“violently woken and harassed,” the previous nightby white alumni of
the MRC. The Coalition said the Department of Public Safety (DPS) did
not send out a Timely Warning Notification—an email that alerts the
community ofconcerning incidents that occur on or near Seattle U.
DPS sent a response email that said the two individuals outside the
building—“a light complexioned male and medium complexioned
male”—were told to clear the campus. “No threats were made or
implied by the individuals,” according to DPS.
A\\m\\
Several members of the Coalition met with Provost Isiaah Crawford,
Interim Provost Robert Dullea and Associate Provost Charles Lawrence in the
morning. The meeting was meant to clarify Administration’s current
proposals in response to the Coalitions demands.
— May 27
and on the Spectator website.
On Friday, May 27 in the
morning, Public Safety was called to
the Casey Building to address two
white males who were knocking
on windows of the MRC office and
speaking with the students inside.
According to senior humanities
for leadership major and coalition
member Lindsey Rumberger, the
students used racial slurs and hate
speech. When a Public Safety officer
arrived, Rumberger described
the interaction as “friendly,”
and said that the perpetrators
were simply asked to leave with
no consequences.
“ [Public Safety] are not protecting
the students that are most
vulnerable. They’re protecting the
students that are least vulnerable,
i.e. white males,” Rumberger said.
Public Safety sent a. timely
warning notification to the Seattle
U community at 5 p.m. that day.
This was one of several instances
in which the coalition members felt
their safety was overlooked, and
raised questions for Rumberger
about the ability of the university to
protect spaces centered on bodies
of color.
As graduation draws near,
students in and outside of the MRC
Student Coalition wonder whether
any solutions will be made come
next fall, and how the events of the
past few weeks will impact MRC s
future.
Junior humanities for leadership
major Scott Mills said that
although he does worry about the
marketability of his degree in the
professional world now that the sit-
in has received so much attention,
he sees this movement as a learning
experience for all MRC students,
whether they support the coalition
or not.
“It depends on how you speak
about it in a professional setting,”
Mills said. “If that were to come
up in a [job] interview...I think
it would be a sticky situation to
try to talk through it, but it shows
adaptability in dealing with such
a politically charged situation and
being able to make it through.”
Members of the coalition who
are graduating this year say that the
education they have been given is
not enough.
“I’m neither prepared to be a
teacher for a justand humane world
or a leader for a just and humane
world,” Rumberger said.
Rumberger said that the sit-in
speaks to the students who came
before her who weren’t heard as
well as the students following
Several members of the Coalition participated in a sit-in protest at the newly
opened Ricci/Chardin Annex in Xavier Global House. The space was deemed a
“a place where all students, staffand faculty could gather” in light ofthe sit-in £




her who could potentially be
silenced. To Rumberger, the
continuation of this movement is
the key to unlocking the potential
that MRC—as well as the rest of
the university—holds to prepare
leaders for our world.
“When I committed to being a
member of the coalition, and to
being a member of this movement
I knew it wasn’t just gonna end on
June 12,” Rumberger said. “I’ve
really signed on to something that
I’m going to have to speak to for
the rest of my life.”
As of Tuesday night the
MRC Student Coalition sit-
in is ongoing. Members of the
coalition have reiterated that
they will stay until their demands
are met—through the summer
if need be. Dullea said that it is
in the best interest of everyone
to find a solution as quick
as possible.
“It is very much my hope that
we reach a mutually agreeable
resolution (and that the coalition
students voluntarily choose to end
the sit-in) well before that time,”
Dullea said in his statement.
The editor may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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MARIANAS TAO TAO TANO CLUB HOSTS FIESTA 2016
The men perform the Haka, a traditional warrrior dance and a staple ofmany Pacific Islandercultures.
The Marianas Islands consist ofseveral islands in thePacific Ocean, including Guam and Saipan.
Fiesta performances included skits, dances and songs that highlighted the Marianas culture.
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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45TH ANNUAL FOLKLIFE FESTIVAL BUILDS COMMUNITY
Nick Turner
Staff Writer
Hundreds of musicians, singers,
dancers and other artists gave
thousands of festival-goers a taste of
different cultures at the 45th annual
Northwest Folklife Festival over the
weekend. The four-day-long festival is
one of the biggest events of its kind,
dating back more than four decades
to when it started as a group of
musicians who simply wanted to play
songs together. As the jam session
grew, so did the audience, and staff
was eventually needed to keep things
organized. Now, Folklife is attracting
people from across the countryyear in
and year out to enjoy the food, music
and art of our big Pacific Northwest
neighborhood.
“Folklife is a way to share culture,”
said Rob Townsend, Executive
Director of Northwest Folklife. “Each
year we have a huge stable of people
who are interested in self-expression.
For all its size and scope, it’s still
community-powered.”
I spent Sunday roaming the
festival with friends. We walked the
fairground aimlessly, taking in all
kinds of sights, sounds and smells.
I saw street performers surrounded
by captivated audiences, food trucks
serving cuisine from countries whose
names I cant pronounce, and I heard
warm melodies and voices oftalented
musicians—some of whom traveled
from far away just to play music in
front of a crowd, and all of whom
did it for free.
In 2015, Folklife attracted more than
235,000 people. This year, even more
came. The weather was at times gray
and soggy,but it didn’t dampen spirits.
Many Visitors have been coming to
the festival since it began more than
four decades ago. For others, it’s a
new experience.
“It was nice to be so carefree,” said
Seattle University sophomore Alyssa
Lau. “Everyonewas so open to sharing
song, dance and beliefs.”
Lau added that she liked seeing
people from different generations, the
young and the old, coming together to
celebrate and share different cultures.
Ashley Haong, also a sophomore
from Seattle U, went to this year’s
Folklife as well. This was her second
time at the festival, given that she
went last year with her family. This
year, she got to meet lots ofbeautiful
dogs, get close with a pair of well-
trained police horses and climb
around the playground by the EMP.
She also danced to some blues music
and window-shopped at a tent selling
vinyl records coated in paint.
“It’s fun to explore the festival with
friends,” Haong said. “It was quite
packed and easy to get lost among
the crowd.”
Northwest Folklife is a nonprofit
organization that holds residence in
the Seattle Center. This year, thefestival
was made possible by a dedicated
group of more than 800 volunteers
and a group of donors otherwise
knowns as “Friends of Folklife”.
Each year, the festival welcomes a
sea of people looking for nothing
but relaxed fun. Still, Townsend is
convinced thatthere’s room for growth
and improvement.
“Our job is to showcase as much
of the cultural diversity as we can,”
Townsend said. “The opportunities we
have here are available for everyone.
We want this to be accessible to
anyone. We have to reach out to
newer audiences.”
Townsend said there are two
groups in Seattle that have yet to be
introduced to the Folklife festival
and experience the vibrancy of our
culture: young, well-paid workers in
the tech industry and members of the
immigrationrefugee population.
“There is nothing like this festival
anywhere in our country,” Townsend
said. “To the people of Seattle, the
Folklife festival is a gift.”
Nick may be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com
Street performance group, Faith Grossnicklaus, surrounding their audience with
music and dancing.
The crowd at the Mural Ampitheatre stage at the Folklife festival.
A street performer blowing a kiss. SAMIRA SHOBEIRI • THE SPECTATOR
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HOLI FESTIVAL CELEBRATED IN COLOR
Shelby Barnes
Staff Writer
Seattle University’s South Asian
Student Association (SASA) and
Indian Student Association (ISA)
welcomed spring on Friday, May 25,
as students and faculty gathered on
the union green to celebrate the Holi
Festival. Participants came together
and covered one another in chalk
paint, ate food, danced and gave and
received henna tattoos to welcome a
season of rebirth and life.
Alsoknown as the Festival ofColors,
the Holi Festival is one ofIndia’s major
holidays, and is used to signify the end
of winter and the coming of summer.
Festival participants will typically
throw bright colors at one another to
mark the start of a new season. The
festival is very old; however, it has
evolved to suit the modern era.
Sophomore biology and
conservation major Ryan Jones
shared his thoughts on the festival. He
appreciated that the event wasn’t just a
group of people throwing chalk at one
another, but was also an educational
opportunity for those interested
Moments after thefirst round began, the Union Green was obscured by a cloud of
chalk dust.
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learning more about Holi.
“I think it went very well. They did
a very good job of talking about how
the festival signified the coming the
spring,” Jones said.
Jones wasn’t just a participant,
but also a volunteer. Having friends
involved in both SASA and ISA, Jones
wanted to show his support by helping
to organize and execute the event.
“I wanted to help the festival in a
way that was respectable, because it’s
not a part ofmy culture,” Jones said. “I
just let themknow that ifthey needed
me, I was there.”
Jones valuedboth the opportunity to
be present for the event, as well as the
learning experience that came with it.
As Jones sees it, events such as these
can be places for learning, capable
of broadening one’s perspective and
culturally educating oneself. However,
Jones also found that while the event
can serve educational purposes, not
everyone comes with the intention
of learning.
“You can learn, but you have to come
from a place where you want to learn,”
Jones said. “Obviously people will just
show up and get henna so they can
Instagram it, but there is always going
to be people who want to learn the
culture, share it and experience it.”
The Seattle U community is diverse
and its doors are open to folks from
many cultures and backgrounds.
This is evident in the clubs that are
established on campus, such as the
SASA and ISA that hosted the Holi
event. With this open community,
sophomore nursing major Lainee
Shaughnessy finds that one thing
Seattle U does very well is welcome
other cultures.
“I do think one thing that Seattle
U does very well is being welcoming
of others cultures, whether they’re
religious or justcultural,” Shaughnessy
said. “Also the popularity and support
for the different cultural clubs is
something I also find tobe very special
about Seattle U.”
Shaughnessy participated in the
Holi Festival and shared how those
at Seattle U seem to go beyond what
is expected.
“Whetherwe are supporting another
religion or friend’s event, we’re trying
to learn new things,” Shaughnessy
said, “I feel like those at Seattle U are
NICK TURNER- THE SPECTATOR
Maddy Mele adding thefinishing touches to Lydia Griggs chalk-covered hair.
always trying to do more than the
ordinary. The Holi Festival was a good
way to go out and celebrate. It was
definitely educational, and who put it
on did a really good job of explaining
what its purpose was.”
With the end of yet another Holi
Festival, anticipation has already
begun to build for next year’s
celebration. Grace Jvonivich, a first
year International Business and
EnvironmentalStudies Major, expects
to return next year, and encourages
other students to do the same.
According toJvonivich, the experience
was one that was valuable, and could
help broaden students’understandings
ofother cultures.
“It was great to be a part of a new
cultural experience. Being able to go
out, be with your friends, and throw
colors at them,” Jvonivich said. “It
allows one to have a new appreciation
for spring, making it an overall cool
experience. I would encourage others
to attend.”
Shelby may be reached at
sbarnes@su-spectator.com
Summer might be time for fun in the
sun, tanning on the beach and trips
to Hawaii, but it’s also time for some
of the biggest and best movies of the
year. This handy guide will help you
pick the right movies to spend your
time and money on this summer.
“FINDING DORY” —JUNE 17
Thirteen years is a long time to wait
for a sequel, but this year will finally
see the return of Marlin and Dory
in Pixar’s long-awaited sequel to
“Finding Nemo.” Following a string
of hit-or-miss films, “Finding Dory”
looks to impress with dazzling visuals
and a star-studded cast featuring Kate
McKinnon, Idris Elba, Bill Hader,
Diane Keaton and, of course, Ellen
DeGeneres. Just keep swimming...
“THE BFG”—JULY 1
Steven Spielberg returns to family
films with this adaptation of Roald
Dahl’s beloved book starring his
new go-to actor, Oscar-winner Mark
Rylance. Promising magic, thrills and
heart, this could be Spielberg’s return
to the quality of films he produced in
Finding Dory
HOT SUMMER MOVIES FOR HOT SUMMER NIGHTS
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
his earlier career, like the classic sci-fi
film, “E.T.”
“THE LEGEND OFTARZAN”—JULY 1
One look at the title and plot might
make you want to scolf and write off
this live-action epic. But when you
realize it’s directed by David Yates,
who helped bring the second half
of the “Harry Potter” series to life,
things significantly change. Add in
Margot Robbie, Samuel L. Jacksonand
Christoph Waltz, and this just might
be the second phenomenal jungle
adventure of the year.
“THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS”-JULY 8
The teasers have been around for quite
some time, but soon it will be time
to hang out with what could be the
next big stars of the animated world.
Essentially “Toy Story” but with your
pets, “The Secret Life of Pets” might
just be the funniest and furriest film
you’ll see all year.
“CAPTAIN FANTASTIC”-JULY 8
Certain to be under your radar (up
until now) this is one of my most
anticipated movies of the year. Viggo
Mortensen stars as a fatherwho, raised
sixchildren in the woods ofthe Pacific
Northwest, must reenter the real
world with his kids. Be on the lookout
for this one come award season, as it’s
looking to be one of the most original
and emotionally-satisfying movies of
the year.
“STAR TREK BEYOND”-JULY 22
Despite having its launch trailer
panned by fans and critics alike,
“Beyond” still has some promise.
Marking the 50th anniversary of the
sci-fi series, “Beyond” is in goodhands
written by long-time fan (and Scotty
actor) Simon Pegg who promises the
film is much more in line with the
original series than the trailers make
it out to be. Get ready to head into the
Final Frontier once more.
“JASON BOURNE”—JULY 29
After the tepid reception of “The
Bourne Legacy” in 2012, director Paul
Greengrass and star Matt Damon
reunite after nine years to continue
Jason Bourne’s saga (despite ending
it superbly in “Bourne Ultimatum”).
Add in performances from Tommy
Lee Jones, up-and-coming Alicia
Vikander and Vincent Cassel, and this
PHOTO VIA DISNEY
JUNE l 2016
movie might just be one of the most
memorable action movies ofthe year.
“SUICIDE SQUAD”-AUG. 5
The disastrous “Batman vs. Superman:
Dawn of Justice” might have soured
the rest of the DC franchise...except
for the brilliantly marketed “Suicide
Squad.” Featuring pitch-perfect
performances from Jared Leto (as the
new Joker), Margot Robbie (Harley
Quinn) and a lot of violence and
brutality, this film is likely to make up
for that mess ofa film that was released
earlier this year...and probably those
to come.
“PETE’S DRAG0N”-AUG. 12
Building on * Disney’s success in
adapting old classics to live-action,
“Pete’s Dragon” brings together Bryce
Dallas Howard, Karl Urban, Wes
Bentley and Robert Redford to tell
the story of an orphan, Pete (Oakes
Fegley), and his best friend, Elliott...a
dragon. Needless to say, after “The
Jungle Book”...I’m up for whatever
Disney throws my way.
“SAUSAGE PARTY”-AUG. 12
If any of the movies on this list seem
too normal and conventional for you,
look no further than this animated
film that turns groceries into talking
characters and tosses in lewd, crude
humor and pure insanity to tell the
story of some food that finds out
that being purchased doesn’t mean
paradise—it means death. Seth
Rogen, Paul Rudd, James Franco,
Jonah Hill and many more make
up the voice cast in what is sure to
be on of this year’s most bizarre and
unforgettable films.





As finals week approaches and sleep
deprived students look to take a
midnight study break,knowing where
the hest late night food spots are is
important. To make that nighttime
journey a little easier, we’ve compiled
a few excellent places near Seattle
University that will provide students




FRIDAY- SATURDAY 11A.M.-4 A.M.
If you’re looking for a cheap and
delicious spot to grab some greasy
pizza late at night (or early in the
morning, for that matter), this is your
spot. Located in Po Dogs’ old location,
this new pizza shop is close to campus
and a great spot to grab aquick slice of
pizza after the Bistro closes. The shop
provides order at the counter service,
and pizzas come out of the oven after
a few minutes, hot and delicious.
The prices are awesome as well. A
“cut”, which is half of a slice, is about
$1.50 and a full slice is $3. The slices
are huger so having the option for
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something smaller is refreshing and,
at times, necessary. Ifyou want to grab
a group of friends, they also offer full
pies. A regular 12-inch starts at $12
while the 18-incher is $17. Another
awesome option Sizzle Pie offers is a
combination salad-and-slice for just
$7. The salad and the pizza are large,
so it’s a great deal. Sizzle Pie also offers
the space that Big Mario’s lacks. They
have plenty of tables, so bringing a
group of friends won’t be a problem
and you can actually sit down, take
your time, and enjoy some delicious
pizza. Sizzle Pie is open Sunday-
Thursday 11 a.m.-3 a.m. and Friday-
Saturday 11 a.m.-4 a.m.
LOST LAKE
OPEN 24 HOURS EVERYDAY.
HAPPY HOUR IS MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY,
6 A.M. TO 9 A.M. AND 4 P.M. TO 6 P.M.
Lost Lake Cafeand Lounge is a popular
spot among Seattleites and Seattle U
students alike. The restaurant is open
24 hours, which makes it the go-to-
spot for late night cravings. The menu
offers a variety of substantial food,
including breakfast served all day and
delicious burgers. My favorite item
is the Sriracha burger, with a Cajun
spiced beef patty, frizzled onions,
pepper jack cheese, jalapenos and
Sriracha mayonnaise. Lost Laike also
has options for light eaters, with a
delicious kale Caesar salad and plenty
of sides. Most dishes range from
around $8-12, and ifthey’re too pricey,
I would recommend checking out
their happy hour menu. Happy hour
is Monday through Friday, 6 a.m. to
9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. They have
some incredible deals during these
hours, including a cheeseburger and
fries for $2.99 and French toast made
with yummy house batter for $4.99.
These are only a few examples; the
menu is enormous and offers a variety
of choices. Lost Lake Cafe and Lounge
is located on 10th Avenue, next to
Elliott Bay Book Company.
GLO’S CAFE
WEEKENDS: 12 A.M.-4 P.M.
Glo’s Cafe is a delicious place to
grab brunch or some late night grub
for a study break. On weekends the
cafe opens at 12 a.m. and closes at 4
p.m. The hours aren’t the only thing
that makes this place spectacular, the
food is also an array of high quality
breakfast cuisine. The menu offers
scrambles, benedicts, pancakes,
French toast, and a number of other
options. The benedicts are what Glo’s
is known for. They are particularly
renowned for their benedicts with
smoked salmon or avocado. They
also offer basic sides like eggs,
toast and fruit. The price range is
from around $8-15, the benedicts
being the most expensive. Glo’s is
located on East Olive way, near the
Starbucks Roastery.
HOT CAKES
OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT FRIDAY AND SATURDAY;
OPEN UNTIL 11 P.M. WEEKDAYS
Across the street from Glo’s Cafe sits
Hot Cakes, a molten chocolate cak-
ery that sells rich and gooeychocolate
desserts. The dessert shop is open until
midnight on Friday and Saturday and
until 11 p.m. on weekdays. The shop’s
specialties are homemade chocolate
cakes filled with chocolate lava and
served with a scoop of ice cream. The
shop also sells treats like milkshakes,
cookies and a variety of drinks. Some
drinks include butter beer (yes, from
Harry Potter), spiked drinking choco-
late, and a number of house wines.
The shop’s Capitol Hill location is lo-
cated on East Olive way.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
BASEBALL FALLS IN THE WAC CHAMPIONSHIP
Will McQuilkin
A&E Editor
After completing the winningest
season in program history, the Seattle
University baseball team wrapped
up its historic run with a loss to
Utah Valley in the Western Athletic
Conference Championship game at
Hohokam Stadium in Mesa, Ariz.
The loss came after a high scoring
win against New Mexico State, who
managed to put up ten runs on the
usually stellar Redhawk pitching,
which amassed a 3.62 ERA in 2016.
Starter Janson Junk struggled early,
allowing five runs in the first two
innings alone before he was replaced
by Jake Prizina. Junkwould go just 2.0
innings, having allowed five runs on
eight hits and a strikeout.
Down five, Seattle U, responded in
the bottom half of the second with a
seven run rally that put the Redhawks
SHADDYE MELU COMPETES AT NCAA WEST REGIONALS
Willy Goldstein
StaffWriter
Over the weekend, senior Shaddye
Melu finished up his accomplished
Track and Field career at
Seattle University.
Competing in the NCAA West
Prelims, Melu placed 19th in the West
Region in high jump. He jumped
2.12 meters (6’ 11.5”)
Despite the impressive jump, he
wasn’t able to advance to the Finals
as a top 12 finish is needed. But,
he does not necessarily go home
empty .handed. He left the Western
Atlantic Conference (WAC) Finals
a champion in both indoor 400 and
high jump and outdoor 400 and high
jump. His indoor high jump set a new
school record.
“Shaddye had quite a successful
year,” head coach Trisha Steidl said.
“While I’m disappointed for him that
SPORTS
up by two, 7-5. They would add
another four an inning later thanks in
large part to a pair of hits that led off
the inning and made the score 11-5.
The Aggies refused to go quietly,
however, and they chipped away at the
Seattle U lead, scoring one run in the
fifth, sixth and seventh innings before
they knocked in a pair in the top half
of the eighth—perhaps a response to
the Seattle U run that scored in the
bottom of the seventh thanks to a
Griffin Andreychuk single.
Despite allowing five runs, the
Seattle U bullpen picked up their
starter and managed to hold off NM
State for seven innings, thanks to
relievers Jake Prizina and Connor
Moore who combined for seven
innings of solid relief and struck out
seven between them.
In the championship game, Utah
Valley struck first with a quick run
in the first off of Seattle U starrer,
he didn’t qualify on to the finals, I’m
truly proud of his work, effort, and
focus this year, as well as the person
he’s become.”
Melu has put his name on the
Seattle U record books over the course
of his collegiate career. He leaves with
indoor records (high jump, 400 meter
dash, distance medley relay, 4x400
meter relay) and three outdoor school
-records (high jump, 400 meter dash,
4x400 meter relay).
If you walk through the gym you
will see his name up in big letters
on a plaque commemorating Seattle
University record setters. His name
will not be soon-forgotten around
these parts.
“His spirit is positive and driven,
and he’s had a tremendous impact on
this program,” Steidl said.
Willy may be reached at
wgoldstein@su-spectator.com
Zach Wolf. Then, they added three
more in their halfof the fifth, making
the score 4-0. That would prove to
be more than enough run support
for the Wolverine starter, Kaden
Schmitt. Schmitt, who owns 5.06 ERA
on the season, somehow outwitted
a normally powerful Redhawk
lineup that batted .292 as a team
and outscored opponents 331-249
throughout the course of the season.
Their road vs home record, however,
might provide some insight into their
inability to score on Schmitt, given
that the Redhawks were 24-4 at home
Darryl Webb PHOTO COURTESY OF SEATTLE U ATHLETICS • GCU PHOTOGRAPHER
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Shaddye Melu won high jump with a final height of 2.07m at the 2016 WAC
Outdoor Championships.
this season, compared to 11-14 on
the road.
Looking ahead to next season, the
Redhawks will look to build on what
was the team’s best season to date.
Their second best season was last
year’s. A gambling man might see a
trend here, but who am I to tell. No
matter what, though, the 2017 Seattle
U squad will have some big shoes
to fill.










Staff Writer (Fall ‘15)
WM: WARRIORS WIN GAME 6
Down 3-2 in a best of seven series
with the leagues hottest playoff
team (explain to me, please, how the
Thunder beat the Spurs), the Dubs
were playing for their playoff lives
on hostile ground against the games
second best backcourt in Kevin
Durant and Russell Westbrook.
Golden State, however, has the game’s
best backcourt in Stephen Curry and
Klay Thompson. Anyone who says
they aren’t the best backcourt in the
NBA didn’t watch Game 6.
The game was close all through
the first half. The Thunder looked
dominant on their home court, and
the Warriors looked overmatched.
Then, in the second half, Thompson
hit a 26 foot, contested three and
everything shifted. Suddenly, the
Warriors were infallible.
In short, the Dubs drove OKC’s
season into the sun and laughed while
they did it.
WM: METS LOSE GAME 5
In Game 5 of the 2015 World Series,
the Mets went into the ninth with a
2-0 lead on the visiting Kansas City
MEN’S CLUB ROWING WINS GOLD AT NATIONALS
AJ Schofield
Sports & Opinion Editor
The Seattle University men’s club
rowing team travelled to Gainsville,
Ga. to compete in the American
Collegiate Rowing Association
(ARCA) Championships last weekend
and won the gold in the Lightweight
Novice 4+ event.
Seattle U won the final with a time
STAFF PICKS: BEST SPORTS MOMENTS
20 Sports
of 7:07.136, narrowly edging out
Michigan, which finished with a time
of 7:07.429.
“We knew going in that Michigan
was going to be fast and after racing
against UC Santa Barbara andbeating
them to take the gold at our conference
championship we knew that we would
have a target on our back,” novice
rowing coach Nichole Martin said. “It
was great to see a smaller west coast
Royals. Before the ninth, Mets’ ace
Matt Harvey pleaded with manager
Terry Collins to let him stay in the
game. Harveyhad thrown 101 pitches,
but had thrown beautifully all night.
Collins gave him the ball. Harvey let
the Royals back in the ballgame. The
Mets lost the game.
It would have been a beautiful
thing; Harvey winning the game and
prolonging the series for New York by
forcing Game 6 back in Kansas City.
But then, baseball isfull of“would have
beens.” It would have been beautiful
if Oriole manager Earl Weaver had
won his last regular season game and
completed the most impressive come
from behind playoff run in the sport’s
history. It would have been beautiful
if old Bill Buckner had scooped that
ground ball back in 1986 and handed
Boston its first championship since
1918. None of that happened either,
but here we are remembering it
AS: BLAIR WALSH’S MISSED FIELD GOAL
The Seahawks needed three quarters
to get warmed up on a frigid January
day when they took on the Minnesota
Vikings. After taking a late lead by a
score of 10-9, Minnesota put a drive
together and got into field goal range,
effectively killing the clock in the
process. Walsh lined up for the 27-
yard field goal and the Seahawks’ fate
was all but sealed. By some miracle,
Walsh shanked the kick wide left and
the Seahawks went on to win the game
and advance to the divisional round of
the post season.
school pull out the win.”
Both the novice and varsity level
teams set a season high record for
wins and medals.
“It’s a testament to how hard all of
the athletes have worked, especially
the seniors,” said Matt Snead men’s
rowing club president. “When the
seniors started as freshmen, the
program had 10 members and
struggled to find success. As we leave
AS: THE 2016 MARINERS SEAS0N...ALL OF IT
There are too many moments to pick
from so far in this not-so-young-
anymore Mariners’ season. Dae
Ho-Lee’s walk off home run back in
April, or Chris Iannetta’s walk off
just a few weeks ago. Maybe Leonys
Martin’s walk-off earlier this month?
Ketel Marte has been a very pleasant
surprise; and Robinson Cano is
looking like the player Seattle paid
$240 million for. The point is, this
year’s Mariners team has been a very
pleasant surprise, and they have set
themselves up to be playing baseball in
October for the first time since 2001 —
the longest drought in the MLB.
WG: KOBE BRYANT’S FINAL GAME
As someone who grew up watching
Kobe Bryant and thinking of him as
basketball incarnate, watching him
score 60 points in his last game was
magical. It meant nothing for the
team, in a season in which they set a
franchise record for losses. But, after
three straight years of injuries and
struggles, the future hall offamer was
able to go out in style shooting the ball
almost every time he touched it. He
certainly left it all out on the court and
left to a standing ovation.
WG: BRENDAN WESTENDORF’S BUZZER
BEATERS
While it wasn’t the best season for
Seattle U basketball, it was highlighted
by a couple of deep three pointer
buzzer beaters by the junior transfer. It
was a transition year for the Redhawks
the program, this team expects to win
not just in the west but in any part of
the nation.”
Heading into the season, the novice
team had a goal of sending a boat to
nationals. Bringing home the gold
medal was an achievement that far
exceeded their expectations.
AJ may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
as they tried to move on the from
the loss of key seniors. Westendorf’s
maturity provided a strong consistent
presence on the team and managed
to help them steal a couple games.
One of them was a deep three from
the buzzer while the other was just
beyond halfcourt.
CL: MEN’S SOCCER’S INCREDIBLE RUN
This past fall as the self-claimed
beat writer for all things soccer at
the Spectator, I had the pleasure of
watching some remarkable moments.
The men’s team ended theseason at the
Sweet 16 of the NCAA tournament in
what was the program’s best ever D1
finish to date. Throughout the year the
Redhawks kept climbing national polls
thanks to some stellar play, including
a historic win on Sept. 24 against
crosstown rival UW. Some 1800+ fans
packed into Championship Field to
see the 2-1 win, and it will be hard to
forget the crowd erupting to David
Olsen’s opening goal. The NCAA
tournament win against UCLA on
Nov. 22 also hosted a boisterous
crowd in the same area, and Hamza
Haddadi’s winner was a goal to go
down in Seattle U soccer history. On
top of those games Olsen’s acrobatic
overhead goal against Bakersfield was
an exquisite piece of skill, one that
helped him on his way to being named
1st team All-American.
AJ may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
MLB QUARTER SEASON AWARDS
AJ Schofield




AL MVP - MANNY MACHADO, BALTIMORE
ORIOLES: The 23-year-old shortstop is
building on his stellar 2015 campaign
with a hot start to the season. He leads
the league in WAR and has shown
impressive poise and maturity for
such a young player. He has lead the
Orioles on the offensive and defensive
end to second place in the AL East
thus far, when they were projected to
finish last in the division.
NL MVP - DANIEL MURPHY, WASHINGTON
NATIONALS: This is not the player from
the Nationals you expect to see here,
but Murphy is continuing his hot play
from last years’ playoffs. He is batting
.397 to start the season. It’s thekind of
number that is unsustainable for 162
games but it is fun to watch the success
he is enjoying in his age 31 season.
AL CY YOUNG - CHRIS SALE, CHICAGO
WHITE SOX: Though the White Sox
have slipped in recent weeks, Sale has
been phenomenal on the mound as
usual sporting a 9-1 record to start
the season and averaging over seven
innings per outing.
NL CY YOUNG - CLAYTON KERSHAW, LOS
ANGELES DODGERS: Kershaw barely
beats out Arrieta due to his ridiculous
strikeout-walk ratio of 105-5. He leads
the league in WAR among pitchers
and his average of over eight innings
per start have been a saving grace for
an otherwise average Dodgers team.
AL COMEBACK PLAYER OF THE YEAR -
YU DARVISH, TEXAS RANGERS: A little
unorthodox, but after just one start
Darvish looks better than he did
before Tommy John surgery, hitting
94 mph and higher on his fastball
throughout the game. One of the most
dangerous pitchers in the game isback
and should bolstera hot Rangers team.
NL COMEBACK PLAYER OF THE YEAR -
HUNTER PENCE, SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS:
After being limited to 52 games last
year, Pence has come back to hit .304
with seven home runs. The Giants
offense certainly missed him as he has
provided consistency in the middle of
the orderand the team is heating up.
BEST AL TEAM - BOSTON RED SOX: After
back to back last place finishes in
the division the Red Sox look like
legitimate title contenders. Their
offense is rolling with young guys
XanderBoegarts and Jackie Bradley Jr.
leading the way. David Ortiz is having
a monster year in his final season.
BEST NL TEAM - CHICAGO CUBS: The
title drought may soon be over.
With a 35-15 record and +131 run
differential the Cubs are scorching all
other teams. They have an excellent
pitching staff and a slew of competent
hitters that should carry them to the
World Series.
AJ SCHOFIELD
AL MVP - ROBINSON CANO, SEATTLE
MARINERS: This has to be Cano. After
a slow start to last season, Cano has
completely flipped the script this year.
He currently is second inthe American
League in home runs (15) and RBIs.
While there are other players with
gaudier stats in other areas, Cano only
hit 21 home runs and 79 RBIs in all
of 2015. The Mariners have the sixth
best record in baseball, and third best
in the AL If Cano wasn’t playing at the
level he is now, the Mariners are likely
much farther down in the standings.
NL MVP - DANIEL MURPHY, WASHINGTON
NATIONALS: I wanted to go with
someone else, just for variety’s sake,
but I can’t. Murphy is far and away
the best played in the National League
right now, and it’s not even close.
His .397 batting is 50 points higher
than the next closest NL player, Ryan
Braun. His .634 slugging and 1.063
OPS have cemented him as the early
front-runner for MVP.
NL CY YOUNG - JAKE ARIETTA, CHICAGO
CUBS: Arietta has been on a tear going
back to last season. With 24 straight
quality starts, and a scoreless streak at
Wrigley Field that lasted 52.2 innings,
Arietta is the only pitcher in the
National League that can challenge
Kershaw for the top spot. Arietta’s last
loss came on July 25,2015, when Cole
Hamels of the Philadelphia Phillies
threw a no hitter.
AL COMEBACK PLAYER OF THE YEAR -
ROBINSON CANO, SEATTLE MARINERS: AL
MVP and Comeback Player of the
Year? Absolutely. Like I mentioned
above, Cano’s has started this season
much better that he did last year.
Cano is on pace for a career high in
homeruns, RBIs, slugging percentage
and OPS. Don’t call it a comeback.
NL COMEBACK PLAYER OF THE YEAR
- JOSE FERNANDEZ, MIAMI MARLINS:
Fernandez came back off of Tommy
John surgery late in 2015, and so far
he has been lights out. This season,
the hard throwing righty is 8-2 with a
2.53 ERA and 96 strikeouts. He hasn’t
AL CY YOUNG - RICH HILL, OAKLAND
ATHLETICS: A case can be made for
Chris Sale, but again, in the interest
of variety, I’ll make a claim for the
36-year-old Oakland As starter. Hill
has managed to post an 8-3 record on
the tenth worst team in runs scored.
Hills’ 2.25 ERA is second in the
American League.
JUNE 1, 2016
pitched a full season since 2013, and
at his currnt pace is a shoe-in to win
this award.
BEST AL TEAM - BOSTON RED SOX: With
two players posting 20+ game hit
streaks simultaneously, and David
Ortiz looking like a far cry from
retirement, -the Red Sox have an
American League best record of 32-
20. The Red Sox will look to send the
Ortiz out in style and will surelymake
another World Series push this season.
BEST NL TEAM - CHICAGO CUBS: Looking
to break the curse of the Billy Goat,
the Cubs have a legitimate shot to to
win the World Series this season. At
35-15, Chicago finds themselves on
pace for a 113 win season, just three
wins shy of the MLB record set by
their own franchise back in 1906 and
tied by the Mariners 2001. This may
be the year the Cubbies finally snap
their 107 year World Series drought—-
unless the curse of the billy goat has
anything to say about it.
AJ may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
Willy may be reached at
wgoldstein@su-spectator.com
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LETTER TO THE JESUIT COMMUNITY FROM A “NON-CITIZEN STUDENT”
Ihave entrusted your community and
religious order with the past 7 years
of my education. Next year, I will
graduate with 8 years of holistic, Jesuit
educational background. Over this
span, Ive been incredibly grateful for
the numerous opportunities to learn
and grow as an individual that the
Jesuits have provided to me. Indeed,
the Jesuits have opened their doors to
millions of immigrant children very
much like they did when I was admitted
to a Jesuit High School in 2009, and my
brother in 2007. The first few years of
high school were the most traumatizing
to me: I experienced continual shame
for dressing differently, constantly
had my sexual and gender identity
questioned and shunned, and was
physically and emotionally harassed on
a weekly basis by students (and even
faculty at times). Eventually, however,
I found community, and was able to
cope and finally identify with the Jesuit
mission proposed to me from the very
moment my parents decided to invest
their money in their education. The
small community I found of teachers
and students all hung out in the schools
Service and Activities office, where I
largely involved myself with retreats
and the diversityprogram. No doubt,
I was seeing my leadership take off
during my latter halfofhigh school, as
I yearned to lead retreats like Kairos,
went on multiple service missions,
and was twice recognized for my
commitment to Diversity Excellence
OPINION
I have never been so glad to name
all of the awards and recognitions I
received, only because I feel it to be
in such an ironic opposition to what
I am experiencing now at this school,
as I came to Seattle U in hopes that I
could follow through on this sense of
mission I had to uphold these values
that I learned from my Jesuit High
School. Indeed, I have not abandoned
these values or commitments, yet I feel
greatly disappointed and upset by the
actions and reactions to some of the
horrifying events that have takenplace
on our campus recently. I’ll begin by
stating the obvious, which is when the
recording device found in the MRC
Coalition office last week was known
to be left by a fellow Jesuit that is part
of the college.
This intentional placing of the
recorder not only violated the legal
privacy and security of the students
in the coalition, but morally invades
your own students’ space wherein they
should feel free to express themselves
spirituallyand emotionally. I am in awe
of this kind of behavior, and further
upset that no confrontationalaction has
followedbetween the Jesuit community
during Baccalaureate dinner. I was
also named one of thirteen graduates
who were recognized as ‘Raidermen,
a distinguished groupof students who
demonstratedcommitment and praxis
of the Regis Jesuit mission, and was
honored for dedication to social justice
in and outside the classroom.
and the coalition. Where are you
Jesuits? Where is your commitment to
the emotional, intellectual, and social
development of your students that is
emblazoned in the Student Code of
Conduct? This incident infringed all
threeofthose, and furthermarginalizes
the voices of p.o.c. students, especially
womxn ofcolor.
Second, I wanted to address an
incident that happened to me last year
which might not seem as relevant, yet
it is something I have been quiet far
too long about. I am also sure that
I’m not the first person to bring this
to your attention, as this pertains to a
member of the Jesuit community who
I believe is no longer at SU anymore.
Fr. William O’Malley was my professor
for my first UCOR theology class in
the Winter of 2014: ‘God Beyond a
Reasonable Doubt’. I wasn’t as self-
aware about my identities when I was
in this class, but I did notice how many
of my older classmates would react
negatively and be hurt by many of his
comments. I did not understand until
my sophomore year, when a crowd
of people were mingling during the
intermission of the quarterly school
play. Father O’Malley noticed me in the
crowd and started heckling me with
jokes about being “incompetent” and
“in the wrong place”. People around us
startedlaughing, andthere were, in fact,
many witnesses to this situation that
might evenbe reading this. Fr. O’Malley
continued to question my immigration
status, and “jokingly” accused me of
crossing the border with my family.
He asked for my papers, and I was left
in shock as people around us, some of
whom were my close friends, laughed
along to his jokes.This is no fabrication,
and is in no way an exaggeration.
As Pope Francis said in his encyclical,
a part does not define the whole.
However, I repeat my disappointment
and true loss of identity that I had
with this community as a whole. The
community is responsible for the
individuals, andwe can notbe complied
in the face of racism, sexism, ableism,
or any other exclusionary act. I can
not identify with racist individuals or
communities, nor do I suggest others
do, and knowing that this person was a
partof this community, and continually
allowed to say such things for many
yearsconfuses me deeply. I don’t expect
or want a response, merely to state
my opposition to racism everywhere,
and to express my full support of the
MRC Coalition and their demand for
the resignation of Dean Jodi Kelly. Fr.
O’Malley taught in the MRC for many,
many years, and being met with such
explicit and violent racism towards me
and myfamily here at Seattle U is atrue
embarrassment to this institution and
its policies. I know I am not alone.
—A non-citizen student
ALL PHOTOS BY NICK TURNER • THE SPECTATOR
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR: IN RESPONSE TO RECENT CAMPUS MOVEMENTS
Inspired by the courage of recent
campus movements, I would like to
bring attention to the specific issue
of sexual misconduct on campus.
Students and faculty have raised
concern with current implementation
and communication of policy.
OnFebruary 1, faculty of the Sociology,
Social, Anthropology, and Gender
Studies departments at SU wrote
a “Dear Colleagues” letter as a call
to action for amending SU’s sexual
misconduct policy. The letter outlined
specific complaints with the mandatory
reporting policy, questioning its ability
to meet the needs of survivors and
proposing survivor-centric alternatives
and prioritization of access to
resources and preventative education.
Sexual misconduct is defined as an
issue of sexual discrimination because
survivors have unequal access to
education in a hostile environment
where space is shared with their
accused attacker based on Title IX of
the 1972 Educational Amendment
Act. If a school does not protect a
survivors right to equal access to
education, the student can file a
A STATEMENT FROM THE MRC STUDENT COALITION: HOW LONG HAVE
YOU KNOWN? WHY DIDN’T YOU DO ANYTHING?
The last three weeks have taught us
more thanmany ofus have ever learned
within our MRC classrooms. We have
imagined collectively about liberatory
education, engaged in dialogues with
students inside and out of MRC,
learned from/with the support of so
many incredible artists, community
organizers, activists, and leaders,
including many generations of SU and
Matteo Ricci College alumni, the SPU
Justice Coalition, Decolonize UW,
MEChA UW Bothell, Aaron Dixon and
the Seattle Chapter ofthe Black Panther
Party, El Centro De La Raza, Southern
Poverty Law Center, Maria Hamilton
of Mothers United for Justice, and so
many more. We have built unbreakable
ties with our communities grounded
in decades of intersectional organizing
and activism across this city and
country. Through honest reflection
and critical analysis, we recognize
that on-campus organizing can be
Title IX complaint to the federal
government. An interdisciplinary
approach to sexual misconduct policy
at SU is essential because faculty from
multiple disciplines possess expertise
and insight that can contribute to
a holistic interpretation of policy
to better support survivors in the
response process.
Three months elapsed without a
response from administration to the
faculty letter. On April 27, 2016, I
attended the SGSU Representative
Assembly meeting where the Title
IX Coordinator Andrea Katahira
presented her rebuttal statement to the
faculty letter and answered questions
regarding policy and practice.
Katahira emphasized the need for
current reporting policies to provide
information to survivors. She stated
that the objective was not to force
students into investigative processes
until they are ready. However, when
there is a threat or when the accused
assailant has been accused before,
Katahira admits that protecting the
community may create the need for
investigation. I agree with Katahira
polarizing and creates tension within
our community- and yet, we remain
unapologetic, firm and strong in our
demands.We uphold that the demands
we are making are essential for a just
and humane education and campus.
One of the lessons that has been
hardest to stomach is this: the
administration has a toxic sense
of complacency and profound
unwillingness to confront injustice.
Throughout our occupation, countless
alumni, professors, and current
students have come forward with
their stories involving discrimination,
hostile learning environments,
sexual harassment, and threatening
interactions with people in positions
of power. Student emails have proved
that instances of corrupt climate and
curricula were reported to professors,
advisors, and members of the
university’s administration as early
as 2007. Sometimes discrimination
that when there is a known threat to
the immediate safety of students, it is
appropriate to take action. However,
survivors need to know that their rights
will always take priority in this process
and will remain anonymous if they
choose. Although Katahira assured
students that the administration is in
the process of expanding awareness
and information on the website,
pressure must be maintained in
order to ensure changes which best
support survivors.
Reporting is Only one aspect of the
complex process survivors must decide
how to handle while in a physically
vulnerable and mentally dissociated
state. In trauma, the neural processes
that organize sensory information
break down and memories become
fragmented. It is common for
survivors to need time to process
their experience before defining it as
sexual assault. Sometimes this process
takes years, as it did in my experience.
Education and awareness of resources
is essential to protecting the rights of
survivors. It should be a priorityfor the
administration to provide information
charges were filed, often they were not.
Professors and administrators were
confronted, and yet nothing changed.
Demands were drafted, delivered, and
have not been engaged.
We have uncovered and witnessed
a culture and climate that is flawed
from its very roots. Members of the
Coalition maintain that if a learning
environment is harmful for even one
person, it is detrimental to us all.
We are trulyhorrified and appalled at
the level of denial and the enforcement
of the status quo that plagues our
entire administration. Not only have
we been reprimanded for using terms
like ‘racist’ to describe actions and
practices apparent within the Matteo
Ricci College, but we have been told
repeatedly to “engage the formal
processes” in order to resolve these
issues.
These institutional practices have
been engaged, pursued, and ultimately,
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to all students instead of relying on the
reporting process to make available
resources to survivors. Stalking, sexual
harassment, and intimate partner
violence are related issues of gender-
based violence that need increased
attention surrounding the conversation
of sexual misconduct. Minoritized
populations are disproportionately
affected by sexual violence and
LGBTQ people and women of color
are especially in need of access to
resources. As a Jesuit university with
elite status, our social justice mission
necessitates the conversation in the
context of our community. Seattle
University administration has the
opportunity and responsibility to
incorporate diverse perspectives and
include the voices of students and
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found to be completely ineffective.
The Coalition is disgusted by the
administration’s lack of willingness
to take responsibility for creating and
upholding failed systems of justice.
We maintain that Dean Jodi Kelly, as
has been proven time and time again,
is utterly incompetent and incapable of
being the leader that this college needs
for 2016 and beyond. At a more basic
level, we know that Dean Kelly is a
product ofa dysfunctional system that
prioritizes protecting itself and those
who are complicit within.
We urge Seattle Universityas a whole
to thoroughly reconsider, imagine, and
re-envision what it means to practice a
just and humane campus.
In resistance and solidarity,





Carlos is the better unele you never had.
Q0 When should Istartpacking?
A Probably like a month ago. You should also save stuff• to donate, recycle, and throw away. Try getting boxes
* from The Cave too and buy packing tape because
you’re gonna need it!
To submit a question, visit su-askingforafriend.tumblr.com
Q9 Myfriend won Beyonce tickets and chose someone• else to go with instead ofme. ShouldI stop being
herfriend?
ALol! No. Be nice. I’m sure your friend would have• taken you if she had another ticket. But also that sucks.
* Sorry. Cheer up buttercup?
It’s been real fam. I had a great time responding to your questions
even if they were inappropriate sometimes. Just know that even
though I won’t be writing in this column anymore I’m always
around to give y’all advice. Or not. Perhaps y’all can find someone
who gives better advice lol. I triedmy best and ifmy advice ruined
your life, I’m not too shocked. Have a great summer and keep
reading this column when someone else takes over!
Farewell,
Uncle Carlos
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